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system such thatheat load requirements of the operation are

SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR
CONTROLLING OPERATIONS OF

met, and a performance of the system is optimized . It is a
further object of the invention to provide such a system and

AIR -CONDITIONING SYSTEM
RELATED APPLICATION

a method that use a model of the fluid , e . g ., the airflow in the
controlled environment or flow of refrigerant in the pipes of

the air -conditioning system , in controlling the air - condition

This U . S . Non -Provisional Patent Application is a Con ing system . It is a further object of the invention to provide
a system and a method that optimizes the performance
052, “ System and Method for Controlling Operations of such
of the air -conditioning system over time during the opera
Air -Conditioning System ,” filed by Benosman et al., on Mar1 .. 10 tion of the air -conditioning system .
6 , 2015 , now U . S . Pat. No . 9 , 976 ,765 .
Some embodiments of the invention address a problem of
determining and updating the model of the fluid dynamics,
FIELD OF THE INVENTION
such that the model accurately represent the dynamics of the
tinuation - in -Part of U . S . patent application Ser . No. 14 /640 ,

fluid and is able to adapt to the changes in the conditioned

This invention relates generally to air - conditioning sys

tems, and more particularly to controlling operations of the 15 environment. Accordingly, some embodiments use the
model of low dimension suitable for real time update and
control. For example , in some embodiments the model

air-conditioning system .

includes a reduced order model (ROM ) having a number of
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
parameters less than a physical model of the fluid dynamics
Air-conditioning systems, such as heating , ventilating and 20 according to a Boussines equation , wherein the Boussinesq

air conditioning (HVAC ) system , are widely used in indus -

equation is a partial differential equation (PDE ), and wherein

trial and residential applications. For example , the air -

the reduced order model is an ordinary differential equation

variable speed compressors , variable position valves, and

To that end , some embodiments address a model reduc

conditioning system can include one or a combination of

(ODE ).

variable speed fans to the vapor compression cycle to deliver 25 tion problem to reduce a complex model of, e. g ., an infinite
particular amount ofheat. The command inputs to the vapor dimension to a simpler model of a lesser dimension , e . g ., a
compression system that delivers that particular amount of

finite dimension . In this context, the model reduction prob

heat are often not unique and the various combinations of lem means determining all parameters or coefficients of the
components consume different amounts of energy . There
simpler model such that an error between performance
fore , it is desirable to operate the vapor compression system 30 measurements of the system according to the complex
using the combination of inputs that minimizes energy and model and the system according to the simpler model is
minimized . For example , in air flow modeling estimation
thereby maximizes efficiency .

Conventionally , methods maximizing the energy effi - and control applications, there is a need to transform the
ciency rely on the use of mathematicalmodels of the physics
PDE models representing the air flow with ODE models that
of air- conditioning systems. Those model-based methods 35 have lesser dimension and complexity . Such reduction can
attempt to describe the influence of commanded inputs of allow a real-time control of the air flow systems, such as air

the components of the vapor compression system on the

conditioning systems.

thermodynamic behavior of the system and the consumed
energy . In those methods, models are used to predict the

Some embodiments of the invention are based on a
recognition that the operation of the air -conditioning system

combination of inputs that meets the heat load requirements 40 under different conditions can result in different regimes of
the fluid dynamics. In the controlled environments consid
and minimizes energy .

However, the air-conditioning systems are known to vary
a vapor compression system at one point in timemay not be

e red herein , the geometry ,boundary conditions and external
disturbances can change over time. Therefore , the controlof
the air-conditioning system in such environments has to

In addition , the models of the air -conditioning system
room size, causing the model of the air -conditioning system 50
to deviate from operation of the system . For example , the
knowledge of the airflow produced during an operation of

dynamics; if one of the windows is opened , then the airflow
or more operating conditions yielding similar flow patterns
and dynamics is referred herein as a regime. Some embodi
ments of the invention are based on recognition that the low

over time. A model thataccurately describes the operation of

accurate at a later time as the system changes, for example , 45 adapt to those changes during runtime.
due to slowly leaking refrigerant or the accumulation of
For example , if the room doors and windows are closed ,
the airflow inside of the room has certain flow patterns , and
corrosion on the heat exchangers .
often ignore installation - specific characteristics such as
air -conditioning system can be used to optimize the opera tion of the system . However, the physical model of the

has different flow patterns and dynamics . A collection of one

dimensional models with lower complexity can be derived
using various low dimensional techniques, such as Galerkin

airflow is of infinite dimension and too complex to be used 55 projection . This projection results in the same ROM for all
in real time control applications . In addition , the model of regimes of the fluid dynamics , which is suboptimal.
the airflow can also change during the operation of the
Accordingly, some embodiments determine the regime of
the fluid dynamic at a given time during the operation and
air -conditioning system .
Accordingly , there is a need for a system and a method for select a model of the fluid dynamic for that regime. Such a
controlling air- conditioning system using real time knowl- 60 selection is advantageous, because different regimes can be
edge of the airflow produced during the operation of the represented with different ROM and /or corresponding
parameters of the ROM .
system .
Some embodiments of the invention are based on recog

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

It is an object of present invention to provide a system and

a method for controlling an operation of an air-conditioning

nition that the regimes of the airflow can be represented by

65 the dominant structures and their time evolution , i. e. fluid

dynamics. Such structures can be determined by various

feature extraction techniques, such as proper orthogonal

US 10 , 145 ,576 B2
decomposition ( POD ) or dynamic mode decomposition
The dominant structures ofthe airflow indicate constraints

conditioning system using the modeled airflow . The steps of
the method are performed using at least one processor of a
controller.
Another embodiment discloses a system for controlling an

define a pattern of the movement of the air that satisfies the
constraints . To that end , the dominant structures of the
airflow are analogous to currents in the ocean where differ -

conditioned environment including a set of sensors for
measuring values of the flow in the conditioned environ
ment; a memory storing a set of regimes of fluid dynamic in

ent forces can generate a continuous, directed movement of
seawater. Similar to the currents in the ocean forming

the conditioned environment and a corresponding set of
models of flow dynamics connecting values of velocity and

(DMD ) and can serve as identifiers for the regimes .

on the movement of the air and its temperature distribution
in the controlled environment. These constraints therefore 5 air -conditioning system generating a flow of fluid in a

identifiable patterns , the dominant structures corresponding
to a regime form a pattern in the controlled environment that
can serve as a fingerprint identity of the regime.
Some embodiments are based on realization that if only 16
the dominant structures are used to represent the airflow ,

temperature of fluid conditioned during the operation of the
system , and a controller for controlling the operation of the
system based on a modeled flow , wherein the controller

includes a processor for selecting a regime matching the
measured values of the flow , for selecting a model corre

such a representation makes the airflow sparse in the among

sponding to the selected regime, and for determining the
possible flow patterns in the controlled environment. These modeled flow using the selected model.
recognitions lead to a realization that the combination of the
Yet another embodiment discloses an air- conditioning
sparsity of the signal representing dominant structures of the 20 system , including a user input interface for receiving a
airflow and limited range of possible values of the dominant setpoint; a set of sensors for measuring values of airflow in
structures of the airflow enable reconstruction of the domi
the conditioned environment; an evaporator having a fan for
nant structures of the actual airflow using various compres
adjusting an airflow rate through a heat exchanger ; a con
sive sensing techniques , which are used to recover a signal denser having a fan for adjusting the airflow rate through the
sampled at a sampling rate below its Nyquist sampling rate . 25 heat exchanger ; a compressor having a speed for compress

Some embodiments are based on additional realization ing and pumping refrigerant through the system ; an expan
valve for providing an adjustable pressure drop between
that the airflow velocity and temperature field can be defined sion
a
high
pressure portion and a low -pressure portion of the
as value of 3D velocity vector and 1D temperature vector at vapor -compression
system ; a memory storing a set of
discrete points in the controlled environment. At any time
,
Las
30
regimes
of
fluid
dynamic
the conditioned environment
airflow velocity and temperature field can be described as 30 and a corresponding set ofinmodels
of flow dynamics con
combination oftemperature and velocities of the dominating necting values of velocity and temperature
of the airflow
structures of airflow . The strength of these dominant struc conditioned during the operation of the system
, and a
tures ,measured by some norm , is not usually static in time. controller for controlling the operation based on a modeled
Information about the time evolution , i.e . the dynamics, of
to achieve the setpoint, wherein the controller
the dominant structures can also be used to form addition 35 airflow
includes a processor for selecting a regime matching the
constraints during the regime selection process reducing the
measured values of the airflow , for selecting a model cor
dependency to sensor noise .
responding to the selected regime, and for determining the
In addition , some embodiments of the invention are based modeled flow using the selected model.
on a realization that the problem of representing a complex 40 Definitions

model of a system with a simpler model of the system can

In describing embodiments of the invention , the following

be transformed into a virtual control problem of controlling

definitions are applicable throughout ( including above).

the system of the simpler model to track a reference trajec -

A " control system ” or a " controller” refers to a device or

tory of the performance measurements determined using the
a set of devices to manage, command , direct or regulate the
complex model of the system . In this virtual control prob - 45 behavior of other devices or systems. The control system can
lem , the control inputs include the coefficients of the simpler
b e implemented by either software or hardware , and can

model, and the output of the virtual control is performance

include one or several modules . The control system , includ

measurement determined for the system according to the

ing feedback loops, can be implemented using a micropro

simpler model with input coefficients . The solution to the

cessor. The control system can be an embedded system .

virtual control problem is the control inputs , i. e ., the coef- 50

An " air - conditioning system ” or a heating , ventilating ,

ficients of the simpler model, reducing a cost function

and air - conditioning (HVAC ) system refers to a system that

representing the tracking error. This realization allows using

uses the vapor compression cycle to move refrigerant

trol problem to determine the coefficients of the selected

thermodynamics, fluid mechanics , and / or heat transfer. The

control theory methods to virtually control the virtual con

ROM .

Accordingly, one embodiment discloses a method for

through components of the system based on principles of

55 air - conditioning systems span a very broad set of systems,

ranging from systems which supply only outdoor air to the

controlling an operation of an air - conditioning system gen -

occupants of a building , to systems which only control the

erating airflow in a conditioned environment, including

temperature of a building , to systems which control the

determining values of the airflow measured in the condi- temperature and humidity.
tioned environment during the operation of the air -condi- 60 " Components of an air -conditioning system ” refer to any

tioning system ; selecting, from a set of regimes predeter airflow matching the measured values of the airflow ; selecting , from a set of models of the airflow predetermined for the

by the control systems. The components include , but are not

selected model; and controlling the operation of the air -

the system , and an evaporating heat exchanger and a con

mined for the conditioned environment, a regime of the

components of the system having an operation controllable
limited to, a compressor having a variable speed for com
pressing and pumping the refrigerant through the system ; an

conditioned environment, a model of airflow corresponding 65 expansion valve for providing an adjustable pressure drop
to the selected regime ; modeling the airflow using the between the high -pressure and the low - pressure portions of

US 10 , 145 ,576 B2
densing heat exchanger, each ofwhich incorporates a vari
able speed fan for adjusting the air-flow rate through the heat
exchanger.

FIG . 6B is a block diagram of a method for controlling an

operation of an air-conditioning system according to another
embodiment of the invention ;

An “ evaporator ” refers to a heat exchanger in the vapor

FIG . 7 is a block diagram of a method for selecting ROM

compression system in which the refrigerant passing through 5 for the current regime according to one embodiment of the

the heat exchanger evaporates over the length of the heat

invention ;

the outlet of the heat exchanger is higher than the specific

dominant structures of the airflow for different regimes

enthalpy of the refrigerant at the inlet of the heat exchanger,

arising from different configurations and boundary condi

exchanger, so that the specific enthalpy of the refrigerant at

FIGS. 8A , 8B , 8C and 8D are exemplar patterns forming

and the refrigerant generally changes from a liquid to a gas. 10 tions in the control environment; and

There may be one or more evaporators in the air- condition
ing system .

FIG . 9 is a block diagram of a method for selecting the

regime of the fluid dynamics iteratively according to one

A " condenser ” refers to a heat exchanger in the vapor

compression system in which the refrigerant passing through
the heat exchanger condenses over the length of the heat 15
exchanger, so that the specific enthalpy of the refrigerant at
the outlet of the heat exchanger is lower than the specific

embodiment of the invention

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS
OF THE INVENTION

enthalpy of the refrigerant at the inlet of the heat exchanger ,
FIG . 1A shows a block diagram of an air- conditioning
and the refrigerant generally changes from a gas to a liquid .
system 100 according to one embodiment of the invention .
There may be one or more condensers in the air -conditioning 20 The system 100 can include one or a combination of
components such an evaporator fan 114 , a condenser fan
system .

“ Set of control signals ” refers to specific values of the

113 , an expansion valve 111, and a compressor 112. The

inputs for controlling the operation of the components of the
system can be controlled by a controller 120 responsible for
vapor compression system . The set of control signals
accepting set -points 115 , e . g ., from a thermostat, and read
includes , but are not limited to , values of the speed of the 25 ings of a sensor 130 , and outputting a set of control signals
compressor, the position of the expansion valve, the speed of for controlling operation of the components. A supervisory
the fan in the evaporator, and the speed of the fan in the
controller 120 is operatively connected to a set of control
devices for transforming the set of control signals into a set
condenser.
A “ set- point ” refers to a target value the system , such as of specific control inputs for corresponding components . For

the air -conditioning system , aim to reach and maintain as a 30 example , the supervisory controller is connected to a com
result of the operation . The term setpoint is applied to any pressor control device 122 , to an expansion valve control
particular value of a specific set of control signals and device 121, to an evaporator fan control device 124 , and to
a condenser fan control device 123 .

thermodynamic and environmental parameters .

A “ central processing unit (CPU ) ” or a “ processor” refers
The supervisory controller is operatively connected to a
to a computer or a component of a computer that reads and 35 model of the airflow dynamics 110 connecting values of
flow and temperature of air conditioned during the operation
executes software instructions .
A “ module” or a " unit " refers to a basic component in a of the air-conditioning system . In this manner, the supervi
computer that performs a task or part of a task . It can be
sory controller controls operation of the air- conditioning
system such that the set- point values are achieved for a given
implemented by either software or hardware .
40 heat load . For example , the supervisory controller deter
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

mines and /or updates at least one control input for at least

FIG . 1A is a block diagram of an air -conditioning system

metric of performance determines using the model. Other

one component of the air - conditioning system to optimize a

configurations of the system 100 are possible .

according to one embodiment of the invention ;

FIG . 1B is a schematic of an example of air - conditioning 45 The system 100 is also controlled by an optimization
a room according to some embodiments of the invention ;
controller 140 for updating parameters of the model of the

FIG . 1C is a block diagram of a method for controlling an

airflow dynamics. In some embodiments, the optimization

operation of an air -conditioning system generating airflow in
a conditioned environment according to some embodiments
of the invention ;

controller 140 updates the model 140 iteratively, e . g ., for
each or some steps of control, to reduce an error between

50 values of the airflow determined according to themodel and

FIG . 1D is a block diagram of the method for controlling

values of the airflow measured by the sensors 130 during the

one or combination of a vent angle and a room inlet air

operation of the system 100 .

temperature according to one embodiment of the invention ;
FIG . 2 is a block diagram a model reduction method

according to some embodiments of the invention;

FIG . 3 is a block diagram of a method for determining the
error based on more complete set of states of the airflow

In various embodiments the supervisory and optimization
controller are implemented as a single or separate systems

55 and generally referred herein as a controller. The controller

according to one embodiment of the invention ;

can include a memory storing the model 110, and a proces
sor for controlling the operation of the system 100 and for

updating the model during the operation .

FIG . 4 is a schematic of a method for determining

In some embodiments of the invention , one of the objec
placements of the sensors in the conditioned environment, 60 tives of the controller is to optimize the performance of the
such as the room , according to some embodiment of the system measured in accordance with a metric of perfor
mance . Examples of the metric include, but are not limited
invention ;
FIG . 5 is a block diagram of a method for optimization
to an energy consumed by the system during the operation ,
and efficiency of the system .
observability gramian according to one embodiment;

FIG . 6A is a block diagram of a method for selecting a 65

regime of the airflow for controlling the air -conditioning

system according to one embodiment;

FIG . 1B shows a schematic of an example of air- condi

tioning a room 160 according to some embodiments of the
invention . In this example , the room 160 has a door 161 and
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at least one window 165 . The temperature and airflow of the
room is controlled by the air - conditioning system , such as
the system 100 through ventilation units 101. A set of

and control applications, there is a need to transform the
PDE models representing the air flow with ODE models that
have lesser dimension and complexity . Such reduction can

sensors 130 is arranged in the room , such as at least one

allow a real- time control of the air flow systems, such as air

airflow sensor 131 for measuring velocity of the air flow at 5 conditioning systems.

a given point in the room , and at least one temperature
For example, according to the principles of physics, the
sensor 135 for measuring the room temperature . Other type physicalmodel of the airflow dynamics can bemodeled with
of setting can be considered , for example a room with
PDEs also called Boussinesq equations . The Boussinesq
multiple HVAC units , or a house with multiple rooms.
equations are difficult to solve in closed - from (nonlinear )
FIG . 1C shows a block diagram of a method for control - 10 and computationally expensive to solve numerically ,
ling an operation of an air- conditioning system generating because their exact solution lies in an infinite dimensional
air flow in a conditioned environment according to some space , but includes all the frequencies or modes of the
embodiments of the invention . Steps of the method are

performed using at least one processor of the controller.
The method updates 170 a model 110 of airflow dynamics 15
connecting values of flow and temperature of air conditioner

airflow dynamic .

The Boussinesq equations are given by :
? =ua ú - .V )? - Vp - T

during the operation of the air-conditioning system . In

various embodiments , the updating step 170 iteratively
reduces an error between values 175 of the airflow deter

V? = 0

mined according to the model 110 and values 137 of the 20
airflow measured during the operation , e .g., by the sensor
130.

In this equation , T is a temperature scalar variable and u
Next, the updated model 110 is used for modeling 180 the is a velocity vector in three dimensions. Here , u is a viscosity
airflow 185 , and the operation of the air- conditioning system
and the reciprocal of the Reynolds number, k is the heat
is controlled 190 using the model airflow 185 . Due to 25 diffusion coefficient, and p represents the pressure scalar
iterative nature of the update , the model 110 used to deter - variable .
The operator A and V are defined as:
mine the values 175 has been previously updated 170 during

the previous iteration and the model 110 used to determine

the modeled airflow 185 is updated during the current
iteration .

30

A = 12

FIG . 1D shows a block diagram of a method for control

ling one or combination of a vent angle and room inlet air
temperature of the air- conditioning system to maintain set
point at certain location in the room according to one
embodiment of the invention . The online optimizer 195 35

The Boussinesq equation describes the coupling between

obtains heat load estimate from the estimator 191, and

the airflow and the temperature in the room but is of infinite

determines the vent angle using the updated model 110 . The
vent angle optimizes the air flow , which in turn can reduce

dimensions. In addition , the Boussinesq equation has uncer
tain conditions where the boundary conditions of the PDE

the setpoint and optimize the efficiency of the air - condition

are changing over time or the case where one of the

ing system . For example , the online optimizer 195 can 40 coefficients involved in the PDE are changing. These math
output a modified set point to the controller 190 and can
ematical changes actually reflect some real changes in the
output a vent angle to the system 100 . The supervisory
room . For example , an opening and closing of a window or
controller 120 operates the system 100 at determined inlet a door in the room changes the boundary conditions of the

temperature to achieve set-point at the given location.

Boussinesq PDE . Similarly, weather changes, such as daily

Some embodiments of the invention address a problem of 45 and seasonal changes , affect the difference between the

determining and updating the model of the airflow dynam ics , such that themodel accurately represent the dynamics of

temperature in the room and outside of the room , which in
turn affect some of the PDE coefficients, e. g . Reynold ' s

the airflow and is able to adapt to the changes in the

number can be affected .

conditioned environment, such as a room 160 caused by, e . g .

In all these scenarios, the available model reduction

opening and closing of a window or a door. Accordingly , 50 techniques fail to have a unified approach to obtain a
some embodiments use the model of low dimension suitable
reduced order (or reduced dimension )models of the airflow

for real time update and control. For example , in some
embodiments the model includes a reduced order model
having a number ofparameters less than a physicalmodel of

in a room covering all the above scenarios, i. e., parametric
uncertainties as well as boundaries conditions uncertainties .
Some embodiments of the invention are based on a

the airflow according to a Boussinesq equation , wherein the 55 realization that the problem of representing a complex

Boussinesq equation is a partial differential equation (PDE ),
and wherein the reduced order model is an ordinary differ-

model of a system with a simplermodel of the system can
be transformed into a virtual control problem of controlling

To that end, some embodiments address a model reduc-

tory of the performance measurements determined using the

ential equation (ODE ) .

the system of the simpler model to track a reference trajec

tion problem aim to reduce a complex model of, e. g., an 60 complex model of the system . In this virtual control prob

infinite dimension to a simpler model of a lesser dimension ,

lem , the control inputs include the coefficients of the simpler

e . g ., a finite dimension . In this context, themodel reduction
problem determines all parameters or coefficients of the

model, and the output of the virtual control is performance
measurement determined for the system according to the

simpler model such that an error between performance

simpler model with input coefficients .

measurements of the system according to the complex 65

For example , reducing the PDE model to the ODE model

model and the system according to the simpler model is

can be seen as a virtual control problem where the controlled

minimized . For example , in air flow modeling estimation

output is the ODE solution over a given time interval, the
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220 a cost function 210 of the error 260 between values of

reference time-varying output trajectory is the solution of
of the ODE model.
The solution to the virtual control problem is the control

the airflow determined according to the model and values of
the airflow measured during the operation subject to stability

tion allows using model free control optimization methods

to stability constraints 225 according to

the PDE model, and the control signals are the coefficients

constraints 225 .

inputs , i.e ., the coefficients of the simpler model, minimizing 5 For example , in one embodiment the optimization 220
a cost function representing the tracking error. This realiza - includes minimizing a cost function 210 of the error subject

to virtually control the virtual control problem to determine

the coefficients of the simpler model.
For example , in one embodiment of the invention a 10

Mink(r) Q (e )

reduced order model (ROM ) has the quadratic form
K (1) e Stability constraints,
x; = b+ Ax, + x, TBX.rs
where b , A , B are constants related to the constants of the
PDE equation and to the type ofmodel reduction algorithm 15 wherein the error includes

e = x (t)-xm (t),
wherein x (t ) are the values of the airflow determined accord

used , and x , is of a reduced dimension r and represents the
vector of the reduced order states . The original states of the
system x can be recovered from x , using the following

simple algebraic equation
X(t)« Oxy(t),

20

ing to the model at a time t, and x „ (t) are the values of the
airflow measured during the operation at the time t.

taining the room airflow and room temperature at n desired

The cost function includes
Q (e)= fe(t) We(t)dt, W > 0 ,
wherein W is a positive definite weight matrix , and to, tfare

of the ROM . These modes differ depending on which model
reduction method is used . For example, proper orthogonal

update of only the stability parameter 230 and/or the vector
of stability coefficients subject to stability constraints. For

where x is usually a vector of high dimension n > > r, con

points or locations of the room , obtained from the spatial an initial value and a final value of a given time interval of
discretization of the PDE equation , and Ø is a matrix formed 25 the operation , and T is a transpose operator.
by concatenating given vectors called modes or basis vectors
In some embodiments, the updating 170 includes the

decomposition (POD ) can be used or dynamic mode decom -

position (DMD ) method etc .

However, the solution of the ROM model can lead to
unstable solution (divergent over a finite time support)
which is not reproducing the physics of the original PDE

models having a viscous term that makes the solutions
always stable , i.e . bounded over a bounded time support.
Accordingly, some embodiments modifies the reduce

order model by adding a stability parameter representing a
difference between the reduced order model and the physical

model. The stability parameter ensures the stability of the

example , the stability constraints for the vector of stability

30 coefficients are

KE {KER”,s.t. eig(? )< 0 }.
wherein eig (.) stands for eigenvalues of the matrix (.), and
35

the matrix A is
? = A +xm (t)+(B1 + B)- K (t).

In some embodiments , the optimization 220 of the cost
function is performed on -line during the operation of the

air- conditioning system . For example , one embodiment

simplified model used by some embodiments of the inven - 40 optimizes the cost function using a gradient descent with

tion and allows updating only the stability parameter in
response to detecting the error between values of the airflow

numerical evaluation of the gradient of the cost function .
Other embodiments use different existing nonlinear pro

determined according to the model and values of the airflow

gramming methods to solve the optimization problem online

measured during the operation , which simplify the updating 220 . The solution of the optimization problem leads to
170.
45 optimal coefficients 230, which is used to update the ROM
Accordingly, in some embodiments of the invention , the 240 by updating the function F as described above .
model 110 of the airflow dynamic is
Some embodiments of the invention determine the error
between a subset of states of the airflow measured by a set
x = b + Ax, +x, "Bx, + F (K ,x ),
of sensors placed in an environment conditioned by the
where F is an extra term , i.e ., the stability parameter, added 50 air - conditioning system and a corresponding subset of states
to stabilize the solutions of the ROM model. This term can
of the airflow determined using the model. In this case the
be linear or nonlinear function of its arguments . The term K
cost function 210 is only function of the error 260 between
represents a vector of coefficients that should be tuned to
the measured components of x and the corresponding com

ensure the stability as well as the fact that the ROM needs

ponents of the ROM solution vector.

to reproduce the dynamics or solutions of the original PDE 55 FIG . 3 shows a block diagram of a method for determin
ing the error 260 based on more subset of states of the
model.
In some embodiments , the mapping F is

F (K ,x )= K (t,xn )x,

wherein K is a vector of stability coefficients ensuring a
stability of the model of the airflow dynamics. The coeffi cients of the vector K can be optimized using an iterative

optimization - based tuning.
FIG . 2 shows a block diagram a model reduction method
according to some embodiments of the invention . For
example , one embodiment updates the simplified order
model 240 modified with a stability parameter by optimizing

airflow according to one embodiment of the invention . The
embodiment determines 310 a subset of states of the airflow
measured by a set of sensors placed in an environment
60 conditioned by the air -conditioning system . The embodi
ment models 320 the airflow using the model to produce a
modeled subset of states of the airflow corresponding to the
subset of measured states and determines 340 the error
between the measured subset of states and the modeled
65 subset of states.
FIG . 4 shows a schematic of a method for determining
placements of the sensors in the conditioned environment,
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such as the room 160 , according to some embodiment of the

done . For example , if the first three elements of the vector

invention . These embodiments are based on recognition that

X , are much larger than the other elements , then the three

it is unrealistic to measure all the components of the vector

x of the temperature and flow of the air in the room .

first modes are the dominant modes and the associated

regime is then selected 650 to be the prominent regime. In

Accordingly , these embodiments arrange the placement 430 5 other embodiments other norms can be used in the definition

of the sensors optimally to maximize 420 an observability

gramian of the ODE or the PDE 410 .
FIG . 5 shows a block diagram of a method for optimiza tion observability gramian according to one embodiment of

of the compressive sensing optimization problem , e.g.,
1p -norm p > 1 .

FIG . 6B shows a block diagram of a method for control
ling an operation of an air -conditioning system generating

the invention . The embodiment selects a desired observabil - 10 airflow in a conditioned environment according another

ity index 510 . For example , the embodiment selects the

embodiment of the invention . The embodiment determines

observability index as an observability gramian , which is the

615 values 610 of the airflow measured in the conditioned

this maximization problem gives the optimal selection of the
sensors positions 530

660 can be predetermined offline using various simulation

rank of the observability matrix , defined as a function of the
environment during the operation of the air -conditioning
system PDE or ODE model' s coefficients. Then , the observ system , and selects 625 , from a set of regimes 655 prede
ability gramian is increased 520 , e . g ., maximized with 15 termined for the conditioned environment, a regime 650 of
respect to the position vector of the sensors . The solution of the airflow matching the measured values of the airflow .

Some embodiments of the invention are based on a

The set of regimes 655 and corresponding set of models

and dimensionality reduction techniques and stored in a

recognition that the operation of the air -conditioning system 20 memory , e . g ., operatively connected to the processor of the

under different conditions can result in different regimes of

controller 120 . Such an offline determination of the set of

disturbances can change over time. Therefore , the control of

during the operation of the air -conditioning system that

the fluid dynamics. In the controlled environments consid ered herein , the geometry, boundary conditions and external

regimes 655 and the corresponding set ofmodels 660 of the
airflow , allows the embodiment to select 635 the model 665

the air -conditioning system in such environments has to 25 correspond to the current regime of dynamics of the airflow .
Such a selection is advantageous, because different regimes
adapt to those changes during runtime.

For example , if the room doors and windows are closed ,
the airflow inside of the room has certain flow patterns, and
dynamics ; if one of the windows is opened , then the airflow

can be represented with different reduced order models
(ROM ) and /or corresponding parameters of the ROM . Next,
the embodiment models 645 the airflow using the selected

has different flow patterns and dynamics. A collection of one 30 model and controls the operation of the air - conditioning

or more operating conditions yielding similar flow patterns

system using the modeled airflow .

and dynamics is referred herein as a regime. Some embodiSome embodiments of the invention are based on recog
ments of the invention are based on recognition that the low
nition that the regimes of the airflow can be represented by
dimensional models with lower complexity can be derived
the dominant structures and their time evolution , i.e . fluid
using various low dimensional techniques, such as Galerkin 35 dynamics . The dominant structures of the airflow indicate
projection . This projection results in the same ROM for all
constraints on the movement of the air and its temperature

regimes of the fluid dynamics , which is suboptimal.

distribution in the controlled environment. These constraints

Accordingly , some embodiments determine the regime of

therefore define a pattern of the movement of the air that

the fluid dynamic at a given time during the operation and

satisfies the constraints . To that end, the dominant structures

select a model of the fluid dynamic for that regime. Such a 40 of the airflow are analogous to currents in the ocean where

selection is advantageous, because different regimes can be
represented with different ROM and/ or corresponding

parameters of the ROM .
FIG . 6A shows a block diagram of a method for selecting

different forces can generate a continuous, directed move
ment of seawater. Similar to the currents in the ocean
forming identifiable patterns, the dominant structures cor

responding to a regime form a pattern in the controlled

a regime of the airflow or any other movement of the fluid 45 environment that can serve as a fingerprint identity of the

for controlling the air -conditioning system according to one

embodiment. The method generates the possible ROMs 630
of the physical model 640 for different regimes, and then
compares the models for different regimes to the models

regime.

FIGS . 8A , 8B , 8C and 8D show patterns 810 , 820 , 830
and 840 forming dominant structures of the airflow for
different regimes arising from different configurations and

reconstructed from the values 610 of the airflow and tem - 50 boundary conditions in the control environment. The set of

perature measured during the operation . For example , the

regimes of the airflow can be determined by parametrizing

pressive sensing 620 . Finally, the method selects the ROM

In one embodiment, the airflow velocity and temperature

real- time model reconstruction can be done using a com -

these patterns of the airflow .

associated with dominant regime of the operation .
field is defined as value of 3D velocity vector and 1D
In one embodiment the measurements x , are used to solve 55 temperature vector at discrete points in the controlled envi
the following compressive sensing problem
ronment . At any time, airflow velocity and temperature field
can be described as combination of temperature and veloci
Minx,quelli
ties of the dominating structures of airflow . The strength of

|\xm - ?xz|l2stol,
where tol is a desired tolerance value .
Here , we underline that the matrix 0 is obtained by
concatenating all possible modes generated 630 from all

these dominant structures, measured by some norm , is not
60 usually static in time. Information about the time evolution
(i. e . the dynamics ) of the dominant structures can also be

possible regimes predicted by the PDE model 640 . In this

Accordingly , in some embodiments , the values of the

used to form addition constraints during the regime selection

process reducing the dependency to sensor noise.

case , when the above compressive sensing problem is solved 65 airflow include velocity and temperature measurements of
620 , the amplitude of the vector x , components indicate
the airflow at a set of locations in the conditioned environ

prominent regime at the time where the measurements are

ment, and the regime is selected by comparing a function of
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the values of the airflow against constraints representing a

To generate the POD basis, some embodiments collect

structure of each predetermined regime. For example, one

snapshots ( experimental or from simulations) of the solution

embodiment, using the measured values , at least partial
information of a pattern , e .g ., the pattern 810 , 820 , 830 or
840, of the movement of the airflow in the controlled
environment, compares the partial information with corre

regime matching the measured values of the airflow .

at times t?, i = 1 , . . . , n , and store the values in a matrix
X := [x (to) x (tu), . . . » (tng)].
One embodiments solves the optimization problem (3 ) via
Lagrange multipliers , which reveals that the modes are
computed from the eigenvalue decomposition

These recognitions lead to a realization that the combination

POD . The à ; are the eigenvalues of the POD .
Dynamic Mode Decomposition

5

sponding values of patterns of each regime to select the best

Some embodiments are based on realization that if only
XX+0 ;= ,D.
the dominant structures are used to represent the airflow , 10
where
XXT is the correlation matrix . The functions Qi are
such a representation makes the airflow sparse in the set of POD basis
functions representing modes or models of the
all possible flow patterns in the controlled environment.
of the sparsity of the signal representing dominant structures

of the airflow and limited range of possible values of the 15 Let
dominant structures of the airflow enable reconstruction of
Xo : = [x(to), x (t?), . . . , x (t -1) ] and X1: = [x (t?),
x(tz), . . . , X (tng)]
the dominant structures of the actual airflow using various
compressive sensing techniques , which are used to recover be matrices of snapshots of the dynamical system ( 1) -( 2 ).
a signal sampled at a sampling rate below its Nyquist Note , that the matrix X , can be thought of advancing X , by
sampling rate .
FIG . 7 shows a block diagram of a method for selecting
model for the current regime according to one embodiment

20 one time step . The DMD uses the assumption that there is a
linear, infinite dimensional forward operator A (known as
Koopman operator in ergodic theory ), such that

of the invention . The PDE simulation database 710 is used

together with real measurements of the flow and temperature

730 to be fed to a compressive sensing algorithm 750 to 25

detect the present regime 760 . This embodiment compares
the measured values of the airflow with patterns of each
regime using a compressed sensing to select the regimebest

(5 )
XPAX .
Because the data representing the airflow is finite dimen

s ional, the operator can be represented as a matrix and the
DMD approximates the eigenvalues of operator A , from the
data X . , X , only to represent the dynamics of the airflow .

matching themeasured values of the airflow and then selects
Some embodiments determine the singular value decom
the associated model, e .g ., the model 720 or 740 .
30 position of X = WEVT to eliminatenear rank deficiency.
Optionally, the virtual tracking is further used to update
Then .
the parameters of the selected model. For example , the
XoXox = W ,2, 1,1,
selected model is further solved to estimate the values of the

airflow , and the estimated values are compared 770 to the where the matrices are truncated accordingly. Because ||X
measured values 730 of the airflow . The obtained error 770 35 Xollz = 0 + 1, so if the singular values decay rapidly , the
is submitted to an optimization algorithm 780 to optimize truncation error is small . Therefore
some coefficients of the model 790 and improve the deter
(6)
Xq2AW ,2,V,7S:= W ,7x , V,2,-' W ,TAW ,
mination of the modeled airflow and temperature.
by orthogonality of V ,. Next, take the eigenvalue decom
Determining Dominant Structures
Some embodiments of the invention are based on recog - 40 position
nition that the regimes of the airflow can be represented by
Sq =YAY -1,
the dominant structures and their time evolution, i.e . dynam and assume that W , W , 7 - 1,, which yields
ics. Such structures can be determined by various feature
YAY -'- W ,TAW , ?W. YA~ AW . Y.
extraction techniques, such as proper orthogonal decompo
sition (POD ) or dynamic mode decomposition (DMD ) and 45 Next, let Q = W . Y , then
can serve as identifiers for the regimes . In some embodi
ADOA .

ments, the each regime in the set of regimes of the airflow
is represented as a block of basis elements determined using ,
e . g ., the POD and/or DMD methods .
Proper Orthogonal Decomposition

Given a dynamical system of the form

(7)
The computation of the DMD involves a singular value

decomposition of (economy) size nxnç, since n < < n , and an
50 eigenvalue decomposition of size n .xns. Note , that the
matrix S , is in general non-symmetric, so that DMD modes
can be complex .

X (t)= F (t,x (t)),t > 0

( 1)

In some embodiments, the generation of a sparsity basis
for the dynamic regimes is done via POD and DMD . Let

x( 0 ) = x

(2) 55 Q = { 91, 92, . . . , 9a } denote a set of d different configurations
( parameters /boundary conditions ). For each configuration ,

with solutions x (t ) = X7 , where F : " H " is a ( generally )

some embodiments use simulation data for the Boussinesq

(3)

basis functions for every regime, i = 1 , . . . , d , which to

nonlinear function , and t denotes the independent time (or Navier- Stokes ) equations
variable . The POD finds the basis that best represents the
data in the L2 sense , and solves the optimization problem 60
x (que Nxnsq;EQ ,
where the snapshots of solutions are on an equidistant time
script. Through DMD or POD , the embodiments determiner ;

-ELE«,<w[ 16.9)=sin

min

(x ;, ;) ||| s.t. (di, ° ;) = dij.

65

produce the set of regimes

D :=[ D ! . .. Deje NxR
where R = r = 1"r; and for notational convenience (dx ):= 0k .
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consider the norm of the projection to each subspace ||P x||2
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Regime Selection
Some embodiments of the invention predetermine a set of

To compare a signal to a subspace , some embodiments

regimes of flow dynamics , and use the compressed sensing

and select the maximum . Then , the estimated subspace is

to match flow conditions in the controlled environment to

as

regime according to

Â = argk,=max
1 ,. .. , d ||Pk?ll23

any of the predefined regimes. For example , one embodi- 5
ment compares the measured values of the airflow with each
regime using compressed sensing to select the matching

Â = argk _= min
1, . .. , d Ll?
" – poka(k) l2>

(11)

10 which then yields the regime that aligns most with the
current, noise corrupted data . Once the best matching regime
is selected , the coefficients a ' can be recovered via a least
squares solution

wherein û is the measurements vector, Ø " a matrix repre
senting the set of regimes multiplied by an observation 15
matrix , and a is a vector ofmodal coefficients used to select

elements from the set of regimes 0 % .

Physical or industrial limitations often limit the amount of
data available to the sensing mechanism . In particular, for
indoor - air environments, the location of sensors can often 20

ak = ( 0 *)*ý.

Consider d subspaces {Wk, k = 1, . . . , d } with bases { Q ',
0², . . . , 0 } and the corresponding projection matrices
{ P . A signal approximately lies in a single subspace , k .
under the following model :

only be at the boundaries of the domain , e . g . walls or
ceilings. Moreover, sensors typically collect local, linear

x =Xin +Xouvine W wtoutWho

where Xin and Xout denote the in -subspace and the out-of
subspace components , respectively . For comparison , some
ments in a mathematical setting. A point measurement 25 embodiments solve the optimization problem ( 11). To bound
matrix C is defined as
the classification performance , let
information , therefore motivating the use of pointmeasure

Cus = 40,41, c =1. Ž.C. =1.

||P ;Pjx|l2

n := max||P;P;ll2 =max 16xl12
= max

30

( 12 )

In compressed sensing, it is customary to use Gaussian or be a measure of alignment of subspaces. Assume that
Bernoulli matrices , since they satisfy the restricted isometry |xouill2 ? sE ||*||22 , with E < 1/2 and let n be defined as above.
property . However, the practicality of such sensor arrays is » Then , if
rather minimal for flow sensing application . In some
embodiments averaged velocities over a small spatial region

are sensed producing a sequence of entries in the measuring

(13)
2

matrix .

If xk a sample of the kth -regime, themeasurements that the

system has available for comparing are

Therefore , the unknown state is

xk =pa",Q'ECM*
One embodiment defines the matrix
Ok:=CD ECpxrk
which includes the rows of the extracted features available

the comparison in (11 ) can be successful. wherein , P ;, P.; are
the orthogonal projection operators into the inj regimes ,
respectively. ||P| l2 is the 12 induced matrix norm , n is a
coefficient characterizing the distance between i,j regimes , E

+ is the total signal x to the out- of- subspace signal Xou norm
ratio .

One embodiment considers other measures for guaran
teeing classification performance using the block - sparsity
framework . The block -coherence of the library 0 is defined
50 as

to sensing . With this definition , the set of regimes becomes
(10 )
@ = [@ '82 . .. 0 ].

Consequently ,multiplying (9) with [Ok ] yields
(0 %)?y= (oktoba"+ (84)in ,

and ( O ' Tok is invertible. Thus , the above equation is
rewritten as
[(ok) Tokj-'(02)+(0-n )= 2 *,

1 - E

40

Þ = Cx + n

(9)
wherein n is white sensor noise with zero mean . The
embodiments select the regime, that best matches the data .

1 1

nB : = max - ([ 0 '] * [ 0 ]),

( 14 )

55

where r= ri, for i= 1, . . . , d . Moreover, O ( A ) denotes the
spectral norm , i.e. the largest singular value of A .
Augmented DMD Based Regime Selection
The dynamic mode decomposition is model reduction /
feature extraction technique that is based on approximating

a linear advance operator, see equation (5 ). Some embodi
?I( ) e ^'( 8 ) (5 -n) = *,
incorporate this linear map into the sensing mecha
and y* = Cx * is the uncorrupted measurement. This procedure ments
nism . With the concept of an augmented basis , the embodi
defines the natural orthogonal projection onto the space of 65 ments can classify batches of consecutive measurements to
measurements for the kth regime as
a single regime. To this end , consider a state vector x = X (t),
sampled from the underlying dynamical system , and the
Pu:= 0 [(@klokj-'(0 % ?
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extracted DMD basis O ., of r basis vectors. The state is
expressed in the sparse DMD basis as

For example, when the DMD modes O ’ = 0 , (q ;) and eigen
values Aq= A , (q :) of each dynamic regimei are computed , the
augmented DMD 940 is

X = 0 ,B ,

where B = B (t) is the unknown vector of coefficients . Accord - 5
ing to equation ( 7 ), the DMD basis approximates the eigen
vectors of the advance operator A . Thus, A0 , = 0 , A ,, where
A , denotes the diagonal matrix of the first r eigenvalues of
A.

From the one -step -advance property of the linear operator 10

A , follows that

Xx+ 1= Ax = AO, B = 0 , A , B ,

and similarly

( 15 )

1201 1202 ... Adød

LA D AQ ... Alle
Accordingly, some embodiments define B : = [B * ( 9 .) B *
(92) . . . B * (9 .) ]* as the corresponding augmented block

15 sparse vector. The problem of regime selection becomes

X:+2= AXz+ 1=AO,A ,B = 0 ,4 ,2B .

Iterating over this one-step -advance property results in
Xi+k = 0 ,4 ,"B , which is incorporated into the sensing mecha

nism by one embodiment. Therefore , subsequent snapshots
regime ), and to increase the data to improve the comparison .

can be expressed via the same ß (and hence the same

i = arg.i_= min
1,. .. , |"|y:** - CÔB ,,
20

wherein BEC “ is 1 -block - sparse and y , PEP) is the avail

able data. Therefore, the augmented selection problem

In particular, the above information can be represented as
Xy ] [ 0 , 1 I 01 02 ... ºr 1
X :+1 0 Arß
1101 1202 ... Ayor

| Xr+k ] 0,4 B ] [api 102 ... Meor ]

(16 )

incorporates more system data over time, i. e ., dynamics ,
25

with the samenumber of sensors arranged at the same spatial

locations for recording time evolution data.

To that end, the embodiment select 970 the regime 975
iteratively 960 using the values 950 of the airflow measured

at multiple instances of time by comparing the augmented
30 basis elements 940 with the values 950 of the airflow

changing over the multiple instances of time.

Next, define the augmented DMD basis as

The above - described embodiments of the present inven

tion can be implemented in any of numerous ways . For
example , the embodiments may be implemented using hard

: :=

35 ware , software or a combination thereof. When implemented

d;0 ;

in software, the software code can be executed on any

TECKN , with . := Pin

suitable processor or collection of processors, whether pro
vided in a single computer or distributed among multiple

14 ;

computers . Such processors may be implemented as inte

so that the previous equation can be rewritten as

40 grated circuits, with one ormore processors in an integrated

circuit component. Though , a processor may be imple

mented using circuitry in any suitable format.

X1+1

10. 12

8; ... ; ] .B .

Xt+ k
1+ 1

45

Also , the various methods or processes outlined herein
may be coded as software that is executable on one or more
processors that employ any one of a variety of operating
systems or platforms. The acts performed as part of the

method may be ordered in any suitable way. Accordingly ,

embodiments may be constructed in which acts are per
50
50 formed in an order different than illustrated , which may
include performing some acts simultaneously , even though
By considering the outputs of the dynamical system , shown
as sequential acts in illustrative embodiments .
y CX ,, the recursion remains unchanged . To this end, let a
Use
of ordinal terms such as " first," " second,” in the
sensingmatrix CE P * ” be given , and define a block diagonal

sensing matrix C = blkdiag (C , . . . , C ) having k copies of C claims to modify a claim element does not by itself connote
on its diagonal. Similarly, we define v tuj= Cx t+je pj. Recall . 55 any priority , precedence , or order of one claim element over
another or the temporal order in which acts of a method are
that the derivation is for a single dynamic regime say i, so performed
, but are used merely as labels to distinguish one
to be precise with notation , O = 0 ' so that we have

y = CPB.

claim element having a certain name from another element

having a same name (but for use of the ordinal term ) to

FIG . 9 shows a block diagram of a method for selecting 60 distinguish the claim elements.
970 the regime 975 of the fluid dynamics according to one
Although the invention has been described by way of
embodiment of the invention . In this embodiment the blocks
examples of preferred embodiments , it is to be understood
of basis elements 910 are augmented 930 with time evolu - that various other adaptations and modifications can be
tion of the basis elements based on eigenvalues 920 . For made within the spirit and scope of the invention . Therefore ,
example, the blocks of basis elements include approxima- 65 it is the object of the appended claims to cover all such
tion ofKoopman eigenmodes determined as eigenvectors of
a DMD .

variations and modifications as come within the true spirit
and scope of the invention .
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elements based on eigenvalues of a dynamic mode decom

We claim :
1 . A method for controlling an operation of an air -

position (DMD ) representing dynamics of the basis ele

conditioning system generating airflow in a conditioned

ments .

tem includes operatively controllable components;

8 . The method of claim 7, further comprising :
selecting the regime iteratively using the values of the
airflow measured at multiple instances of time by
comparing the augmented basis elements with the
values of the airflow changing over the multiple

conditioned environment , a regime of the airflow 10

9 . The method of claim 1, wherein the controlling com

environment, comprising:
determining values of the airflow measured in the condi- 5
tioned environment during the operation of the air
conditioning system , wherein the air - conditioning sys

selecting, from a set of regimes predetermined for the

instances of time.

matching the measured values of the airflow ;
wherein the values of the airflow include velocity and
temperature measurements of the airflow at a set of

prises :

changing a state of at least one component of the air
conditioning system by the controller connected to at

locations in the conditioned environment, and wherein 16

the selecting the regime comprises : comparing a func
tion of the values of the airflow against constraints

least one control device , the controller transforms at
least one control signal into at least one specific control

input for at least one corresponding component.

representing a structure of each predetermined regime;
10. The method of claim 1, wherein the controlling
selecting , from a set of models of the airflow predetercomprises :
mined for the conditioned environment, a model of 20 updating at least one control input for at least one com
airflow corresponding to the selected regime;
ponent of the air-conditioning system to optimize a
modeling the airflow using the selected model; and
metric of performance determined using the model.
controlling the operation of the air - conditioning system

method of claim 1, wherein the controlling
using the modeled airflow by controllably changing a changes
cha11 . Thea vent
angle of the air-conditioning system .
state of at least one component , wherein stepsson
of the
251
de
25
12
.
The
method
of claim 1, further comprising:
method are performed using at least one processor of a

updating the model of airflow connecting values of flow
and temperature of the airflow conditioned during the
2 . The method of claim 1 , further comprising: determin
operation of the air- conditioning system , wherein the
ing , using the measured values , partial information of a
updating iteratively reduces an error between values of
pattern of movement of the airflow in the controlled envi- 30
the airflow determined according to the model and the
ronment; and comparing the partial information with corre
measured values of the airflow .
sponding values of patterns of each regime to select the best
13 . Themethod of claim 1, wherein the model includes a
regimematching the measured values of the airflow .
reduced order model having a number of parameters less
3 . The method of claim 1 , further comprising:
comparing the measured values of the airflow with pat- 35 than a physical model of the airflow according to a Bouss
terns of each regime using a compressed sensing to
inesq equation , wherein the Boussinesq equation is a partial
select the regime best matching the measured values of differential equation (PDE ), and wherein the reduced order
controller.

the airflow .
model is an ordinary differential equation (ODE ) .
4 . The method of claim 1 , further comprising :
14 . The method of claim 13 , wherein the model includes
determining a set of regimes of the airflow by parametriz - 40 a stability parameter representing a difference between the

ing patterns of the airflow arising from different con

reduced order model and the physicalmodel , and wherein

figurations and boundary conditions in the control

the updating comprises:
environment; and
updating only the stability parameter of the model in
comparing the measured values of the airflow with each
response to detecting the error.
regime using a compressed sensing to select the match - 45 15 . A system for controlling an air- conditioning system

ing regime.

generating a flow of fluid in a conditioned environment,

5 . The method of claim 1 , wherein each regime in the set

comprising :

of regimes of the airflow is represented as a block of basis

a set of sensors for measuring values of the flow in the

elements , and

comparing the measured values of the airflow with each1 50
regime using compressed sensing to select the match

ing regime according to

conditioned environment;
a memory storing a set of regimes of fluid dynamic in the

conditioned environment and a corresponding set of
models of flow dynamics connecting values of velocity
and temperature of fluid conditioned during the opera

k = argk, =min
1 ,. .. , d ll? – ‘ all2,

55

tion of the system , wherein the system includes opera
tively controllable components ;
a controller for controlling the operation of the system

based on a modeled flow , wherein the controller
includes a processor for selecting a regime matching
the measured values of the flow , for selecting a model

wherein ? is a vector of the measured values, Dk a matrix

representing the set of regimes , and a is a vector ofmodal
coefficients for selecting elements from the set of regimes 60

corresponding to the selected regime, and for deter

øk.
6 . The method of claim 5 , wherein the blocks of basis
elements include approximation of Koopman eigenmodes
determined as eigenvectors of a dynamic mode decomposi

mining the modeled flow using the selected model,
wherein the controller controls the operation of the

tion (DMD ).

7. The method of claim 5 , wherein the blocks of basis
elements are augmented with time evolution of the basis

system by controllably changing a state of at least one
component of the system , and wherein selecting the

65

regime comprises : comparing a function of the values

of the airflow against constraints representing a struc
ture of each predetermined regime.
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16 . The system of claim 15 , wherein the air- conditioning

system generates the flow of air in the conditioned environ

ment, and wherein some components of the air -conditioning
system comprises:

an evaporator having a fan for adjusting an air - flow rate 5
through a heat exchanger;
a condenser having a fan for adjusting the air -flow rate
through the heat exchanger ;

a compressor having a speed for compressing and pump
ing refrigerant through the system ; and
an expansion valve for providing an adjustable pressure
drop between a high -pressure portion and a low -pres

10

sure portion of the vapor compression system .

matching the measured values of the airflow , for select
ing a model corresponding to the selected regime, and
for determining the modeled flow using the selected
model, wherein the controller controls the operation of
the system by controllably changing a state of at least
one component of the system , and wherein selecting

the regime comprises: comparing a function of the

values of the airflow against constraints representing a
structure of each predetermined regime.
19 . The system of claim 18 , wherein the model includes
a reduced order model having a number of parameters less
than a physicalmodel of the airflow , and a stability param

eter representing a difference between the reduced order
and the physical model, and wherein the processor
a reduced order model having a number of parameters less 15 model
updating
only the stability parameter of the model in
than a physicalmodel of the airflow and a stability parameter
representing a difference between the reduced order model response to detecting an error between values of the airflow
determined according to the selected model and the values
and the physical model, and wherein the processor updates of
the airflow measured during the operation.
the stability parameter of the selected model in response to

17 . The system of claim 15 , wherein each model includes

20 . A method for controlling an operation of an air
detecting an error an error between values of the flow 20 conditioning
system generating airflow in a conditioned
determined according to the selected model and the values environment, comprising
:
of the flow measured during the operation .
determining values of the airflow measured in the condi
18 . An air-conditioning system , comprising :
tioned environment during the operation of the air
a user input interface for receiving a setpoint;
a set of sensors for measuring values of airflow in the 25

conditioned environment;

a set of operatively controllable components including an
evaporator having a fan for adjusting an airflow rate

through a heat exchanger;

a condenser having a fan for adjusting the airflow rate 30
through the heat exchanger ; a compressor having a

speed for compressing and pumping refrigerant
through the system ; and

an expansion valve for providing an adjustable pressure

drop between a high -pressure portion and a low - pres - 35
sure portion of the vapor compression system ;

a memory storing a set of regimes of fluid dynamic in the

conditioned environment and a corresponding set of
models of flow dynamics connecting values of velocity

and temperature of the airflow conditioned during the 40

operation of the system ; and

a controller for controlling the operation based on a

modeled airflow to achieve the setpoint, wherein the
controller includes a processor for selecting a regime

conditioning system ;

selecting, from a set of regimes predetermined for the
conditioned environment, a regime of the airflow

matching the measured values of the airflow , wherein
each regime in the set of regimes of the airflow is
represented as a block of basis elements , such that the

selecting compares the measured values of the airflow

with each block of basis elements representing each
regime in the set of regimes and selects the best

matching regime;

selecting , from a set of models of the airflow predeter
mined for the conditioned environment, a model of
airflow corresponding to the selected regime;
modeling the airflow using the selected model; and
controlling the operation of the air-conditioning system

using the modeled airflow by controllably changing a

state of at least one component, wherein steps of the

method are performed using at least one processor of a
controller .

